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Introduction During the past military
troubles in Uganda, projects to
Improve water were stopped for about
eight years. Protected Springs and
Pumps broke down and there was no
programme to repair them. Many
people went back to streams and
rivers to collect water for their
needs. But these water sources
were usually very contaminated which
led to outbreaks of typhoid,
dysentery and other water carried
disease. Sometimes medicines were
used to combat these diseases, but
this did not stop the problem
because the people were still using

contaminated water.

After the Liberation War, UNICEF
(The United Nations Children’s Fund)
joined with the new government of
Uganda to improve the people’s water
supplies. This was to be done through
a cooperative effort to provide
sources of clean, safe water. One of
these sources is Protected Springs.

In Kabale, the project was
started with a survey by the District
Medical Team. They found 900 springs
which needed repair or new protection.
150 of these springs have already been
protected and 50 more will be finished
soon. Community involvement in the
programme has been very successful.
The people in Kabale were willing to
assist the programme because they know
that contaminated water can be the
cause of disease outbreaks.

To help other communities
understand the need for clean water
sources and how to get them, UNICEF is

assisting the Government of Uganda to
produce a series of educational
materials.

This book, called “Taking Care of Our
Springs” is the first In the series.
They are to be used by Health Workers
and others to explain the programme,
educate communities and show them how
to participate in building and
maintaining clean water supplies for
themselves.

If the project Is successful,
communities will be encouraged to work
with the programme to create and
maintain their own sources of clean,
safe water. Water supplies will be
protected, and outbreaks of water
carried disease will be stopped. This
will help in our goal to have Health
For All Ugandans By The Year 2000.
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Chapter One
“We Are Not Happy With The Condition
of Our_SprinRs.”





“We Are Not Happy With The Condition of Our Springs.” 3

This man is collecting water

from an unprotected spring. We say

the spring is unprotected because

people can stand right in the water

they collect, which contaminates the

~water. Contaminated water can cause

diseases. The spritig is also

unprotected because people can put

dirty water containers right in the

water they collect, and this can

also contaminate it. -





“We Are Not Happy With The Condition of Our Springs.” 4

I
*/ This spring is covered with bush

grass. Bush and grass can cause

~ntaminated water to stand at the

“king. When water from the spring

~trnot wash away it can become

Pataminated.





“We Are Not Happy With The Condition of Our Springs.” 5

This spring is unprotected from

battle grazing and drinking. Cattle

~an clog up the spring by knocking

and grass into the drainage area.

tattle can damagedelivery pipes,

““pring floors and steps.
~e and Drink at the





“We Are Not Happy With The Condition of Our Springs. 6

This boy is collecting water

~rom a spring with a clogged drain.

~iien the drain is clogged the water

~ands and cannot wash away. Standing

~ater becomescontaminated when people

~ep in it and put containers In it.
Clogged Drains with Standing Wa~er.





“We Are Not Happy With The Condition of Our Springs.” 7

This woman is washing herself at

the spring. When people wash at the

spring, they can make the spring area

~ dirty and muddy.

~ ~

Bathing Around the





“We Are Not Happy With The Condition of Our Springs.’ 8

This spring has damaged

[yetaining walls. This means that the

J~alls of the spring have broken apart

tend cannot hold clean spring water.

water will not come out of the

~de1ivery pipe but will leak from the

~bottom and become standing water.

$tanding water is easy to contaminate.1: ‘ining Walls.





“We Are Not Happy With The Condition of Our Springs.” 9

4

It

This spring has a damaged

~eiIivery pipe. Damageddelivery pipes

lake it hard for people to collect

$ean water. If people cannot collect

~Lean water from the pipe, they will

use the spring, or they will make

~tanding water so they can collect it.

i~tandingwater is easy to contaminate.

Damaged Delivery Pipes.





“We Are Not Happy With The Condition of Our Springs.” 10

This boy is washing his clothes

~t the spring. When people wash

around the spring they can make the

?~pring area dirty.

~ ~





“We Are Not Happy With The Condition of Our Springs.” 11

These children are playing

~round the spring. This can make the

Srea dirty. Children could also

~amage delivery pipes when playing on

~bem.





“We Are Not Happy With The Condition of Our Springs.” 12

U,

This boy is clogging a delivery

-~pipe. Clogging the delivery pipe can

;~ake the water dirty or damage the

~‘pring.





“We Are Not Happy With The Condition of Our Springs.” 13

One boy in the picture is

~defecating above the spring. Human

43 faeces can spread disease through

:~water. Faecescan contaminate the

~spring when it washes into the

~ ground. It can also make the

~spring area dirty and have a bad

~ smell.





“We Are Not Happy With The Condition of Our Springs.” 14

0

One boy in~the picture is

~~rinating above the spring. Urine can

(spread disease through water. Urine

~ean contaminate the water inside the

~pring when it goes into the ground.

tt can also make the spring area dirty,

~and have a bad smell. W~’~

Children Urinating Near the Spring.





Chapter Two
“What Can We, The Community Do To Help
Protect Our Springs?”





“Now That Our Spring Is Protected, How Do We Maintain It?”

This woman is washing clothes

away from the Protected Spring. She

is throwing dirty water away from the

stream. Her dirty water will not get

into the spring so that the water

stays clean.
People do Washing Away from the Spring4





“What We, The Community Can Do To Help Protect Our Springs.” 17

The Chief talks to other

officials of the community. They

talk about what the community can do

to help protect the spring. They

~ make plans as to where and how they

‘ will get the materials they need to

H build the Protected Spring. They

form a committee and decide to work

~ together to build their own Protected

H Spring.
A Cu......_ttee is Formed.





“What We, The Community Can Do To Help Protect Our Springs.” 18

The community has decided that

wants a clean source of safe water.

~hey take their tools and go together

~o clear the site of the spring.

~learing the site of the spring is a

~ay that the community can participate

~‘ making Protected Springs.
Site of the Spring is ~..4.





“What We, The Community Can Do To Help Protect Our Springs.” 19

The people collect stones and

~nd. These will be used to make the

ills, steps and floor of the

totected Spring. Collecting stones

sand is a way that the community

participate in making Protected

crings.

1~

rL~ 4,J
Stones and Sand are Collecte4.





“What We, The Community Can Do To Help Protect Our Springs.” 20

The people dig a drainage area.

Y?he drainage area allows the water to

~run way from the spring and keeps the

spring from being contaminated.

~igging the drainage area is a way

that the community ran participate in

~making Protected Springs.

1:

(~1I~:~::~ .&

A Drainage Area is Dug.





“What We, The Community Can Do To Help Protect Our Springs.” 21

The people help the fundi build

the Protected Spring. The fundi shows

the people what to do to build a

source of clean, safe water. The

Health Inspector in the County also

knows about spring protection. He

will help to train the people in ways

to protect their spring
The Community
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“How Can We Build A Protected Spring?” 23

The man in the picture is

~pointing to the eye of the spring.

This is the place where clean water

~bmes out of the ground. The eye of

*he spring needs to be protected from

)tontaminat ion.

Find the eye of the





“How Can We Build A Protected Spring?” 24

t

k

~ The fundi is building a

jetaining wall with bricks and cement.

this wall will hold in the clean water

~hat comes from the eye of the spring.
Bjii~d Retaining





“How Can We Build A Protected Spring?” 25

The fundi is putting a delivery
~pipe into the retaining wall. The

(elean water comes from the eye of the

~Spring, collects behind the retaining

~kiall and then pours out through the

4elivery pipe.
Put in Delivery





I.

I

~ The fundi is building side walls

help make the retaining wall
~strong. Strong walls are needed to

r4old alot of clean water and they can

4rotect the eye of the spring for a

jong time.

“How Can We Build A Protected Spring?” 26

Build Supporting Side Walls.





“How Can We Build A Protected Spring?” 27

The fundi is building steps at

~he front of the Protected Spring.

2$teps are needed to keep the dirt on

~the side ‘of the spring from falling

?4own when people come to collect

pat er.

4





NHow Can We Build A Protected Spring?” 28

a

LI

Now the fundi builds a platform

at the end of the stairs under the
delivery pipe. This is the place

rwhere people will put their containers

to collect water. It must he strong

and allow water to run into the

drainage area. This is so water will

!not stand and become contaminated.

Ct I
4’ * a’. ‘ ~ ~

~ ~rtc~~
Build A Platform.





“How Can We Build A Protected Spring?” 29

This is a finished, Protected

~$pring with strong walls, steps and

ijlatform. The delivery pipes are in

~ood condition, there is good drainage

‘and the area is kept clean. The

‘~j~eople in the community who use this

~spring will be healthier because they

ave a source of clean, safe water.1: A Finished, Protected Spring.





Chapter Four
“Now That Our Spring Is Protected, How
Do We Maintain It?”

I.



S



H.

‘~

This is a well maintained,

órotected Spring. The community

.seps the area around the spring

?~lean and swept. The wall, steps

~nd delivery pipes are maintained in

:bod condition. The water stays

sean and safe.

1*’

“Now That Our Spring Is Protected, How Do We Maintain It?” 31

A Well Maintained Protected Spring.
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The people of the community cut
~U~he grass around the spring and keep

~jt short. They cut the grass every

~çwo weeks or whenever It starts to get

~~iigh. They do this so that the area

~~round the spring will be clean and

U~he drainage area will not get

slogged.

“Now That Our Spring Is Protected, How Do We t4aintain It?” 32
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The Caretaker keeps the fence
~UrImmed and repaired so that it will

4e strong enough to keep animals away

4om the Protected Spring.

“Now That Our Spring Is Protected, How Do We Maintain It?’ 33
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The Fence Is Kept Trim.





“Now That Our Spring Is Protected, How Do We Maintain It?” 34

4’
t

I The Caretaker sweeps the floor

~of the Protected Spring. The Caretaker

~Sweeps the floor once a week but if

very many people use the Protected

~1Spring he may need to sweep every clay.

;~1his keeps the spring clean and stops

leaves and grass from collecting
~yand clogging the drainage area.

The Spring Is Kept Clean am
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the

lean.

~pring is a place to collect clean

~ater, not a place to play. Children

not urinate or defecate in the area

ear the spring so the water will not

come contaminated.

“Now That Our Sprins Is Protected, How Do We Maintain It?”

Children are not allowed to play

spring so that it will stay

Children are taught that the

____ -J
lay ;jt the Spring.
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This man is protecting the

t~spring by chasing away animals. This

;:keeps the area clean and also stops

~the animals from clogging the drainage

Aarea and from damaging the delivery
~ steps and floor.

“Now That Our Spring Is Protected, How Do We Maintain It?”
36





“What We, The Community Can Do To Help Protect Our Springs.”

This man is the Chief of his

area. He knows from the Health

Inspector of the County that the

water from his people’s spring is

not protected. When water is not

protected it can become contaminated

and spread disease.
worried About his People’s



1



“Now That Our Spring Is Protected, Ho~Do We Maintain It?” 38

These people are bathing down

~tream arid away from the Protected

~pring area. Their dirty water will

~flot get Into the spring so that the

~ter stays clean.

~UU

rom the Spring.





“Now That Our Spring Is Protected, How Do We Maintain It?” 39

I

I~t

I!
This man is clearing dirty,

~ticks, grass and leaves from the

~tainage area. He cleans the drainage

~tea once a week, or whenever the

~rea starts to get clogged. This
4eeps the area clear so that water can

away from the spring.
The Drains are Kept Clear and





“Now That Our Spring Is Protected, How Do We Maintain It?” 40

1

41

4

This man is helping his

~tdmmunity keep the Protected Spring in

condition. He sees that the wall

~br delivery pipe are damaged and

¶ reports it to the person who is

responsible for repairs. When damage

reported correctly it can be

~epaired quickly and the Protected

~~rin~ will keep giving safe water.





“Now That Our Spring Is Protected, How Do We Maintain It?” 41

The people of the community are

happy with their Protected Spring.

They keep it clean, clear of dirt and

‘1 in good condition. It gives them as

much clean, safe water as they need

and keeps them healthy by stopping

~water carried disease.
The Community is Happy with Its Spr
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